Annexin VI interacts with adenine nucleotides and their analogs.
Annexin VI (AnxVI), a member of the annexin family of Ca2+- and membrane-binding proteins, has been shown to interact in vitro with adenine nucleotides. Furthermore, it has been proposed that within the AnxVI molecule a nucleotidde-binding domain exists, which is located in the C-terminal half of the protein, in the vicinity of Trp343. By comparison of exposure of tryptophan and multiple tyrosine residues upon nucleotide binding, as revealed by quenching of intrinsic fluorescence of AnxVI by ATP, ADP or cAMP, it can be concluded that the binding of nucleotides evokes changes in the protein tertiary structure. Moreover, in the course of present study we have found that AnxVI binds to a non-hydrolysable analog of ATP, the triazine dye Cibacron blue 3GA (CB3GA), immobilized on agarose. Binding reveals negative cooperativity with respect to protein concentration and is Ca2+-dependent. Binding is prevented by ATP. CB3GA binds to AnxVI also in solution, evoking the formation of annexin multimers. On the basis of this observation it can be suggested that interaction of CB3GA with AnxVI is useful to examine, with some limitations, the self-association of annexin molecules implying to play a role in interacting of AnxVI with biological membranes.